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Introduction by Judi Bottoni
Upon first moving to New Orleans, I could not help but
recognize the visual and cultural feast that the city serves
up on a daily basis. It is understandable why this famous
crescent in a bend of the mighty Mississippi became a
magnet for artists and writers the likes of Edgar Degas and
Tennessee Williams and why this humble transplanted
photographer from upstate New York was immediately
captivated by its sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and
emotions. What it is that draws the artist in all of us to this
special place has been debated for years. Perhaps it is our
makeup—a cultural gumbo with everything thrown into
the pot. Or maybe it is the ever-present humidity cloaking
the city in dreamy hues, dampening edges, and spurring
the imagination to see beyond the obvious. All I know is
that once I arrived here, I never left.
Carnival is a photographer’s delight! It is time of
dazzling colors, dancing lights, excited energy, and ever
so much more. From float riders throwing out their shiny
beads to flambeaux carriers twirling blazing torches, the
visual senses are inflamed. Make no mistake about it—
Mardi Gras is “art” in and of itself. The living canvas
can be quite large and unwieldy and sometimes that is
the effect I want, but I can also pick and choose from its
details for a more immediate focus. It is important to go
beyond the surface colors and lights and dig deeper into
moods and emotions. With each photograph I must ask,

“What makes this scene or image different from the one
down the block, or the one I caught last year, or even that
exposed by hundreds of other photographers drawn to the
same spot?” Photography is so much more than a mere
snapshot or a quick push on a smart-phone screen. It
must tell a story. This is where artistry and poetry literally
enter the picture.
My thanks to all who have stood by me in this project,
sitting with me through endless parades and pageantries
while I waited for the perfect shot, helping carry ladders
and equipment to let me focus on my work, and giving me
new perspectives on my photographs as I molded them
into a comprehensive work. Without these professionals
and countless friends, my goals for this publication could
not have been reached. My special thanks to Lisa Slatten.
Also, special thanks to the memory of my parents, Theresa
and Peter Bottoni; to my uncle, Paris Bottoni, for his
support; and to my cousins Francis and Barbara Valone.
Finally I give my sincerest thanks to the readers of this
book for allowing me the opportunity to briefly spark their
imaginations and share a celebration that is very dear to
my heart. While my goal has been to capture Mardi Gras
through the tools of photography, in truth, it is Mardi
Gras itself that has captured me. Hopefully all who see my
images will have as much fun in the viewing as I have had
in the making of them.
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Introduction by Peggy Scott Laborde
My earliest memories of Mardi Gras consist of dressing who have participated and the lesser-known aspects of the
up as a cowgirl, complete with fringed hat. My parents season that can be equally fascinating. It would be totally
took me and my brother and sister downtown to see impossible to include every moment of Mardi Gras. It all
the Rex parade near the corner of Canal Street and St. depends on where you are standing, whether it be on St.
Charles. In the late 1950s we caught beads made of glass Charles Avenue, Canal Street, Bourbon Street, or North
from Czechoslovakia and strands of colored rice wrapped Claiborne Avenue.
in wax paper. By 1960 Rex maskers began throwing
Just as each and every strand of beads that I caught as
doubloons, the aluminum coins that have become a
Carnival staple.
Sometimes on Mardi Gras Day we would also get
a chance to see King Zulu early in the morning and
even some truck parades later in the day. During the
week before, we just might see a nighttime parade on
St. Charles Avenue.
My, how things have changed. The New Orleans
Carnival has exploded: more parades, more varieties
of throws. And while it is still our celebration, it has
become part of the city’s economic lifeblood.
Today’s Carnival season includes multi-parade
nights on the St. Charles Avenue route, cleverly
costumed sub-krewes that often march within larger
parades, and some smaller satirical processions that
remind us we can still poke fun at ourselves. Right
now there are fifty-three parades! This number
includes those that are within Orleans Parish and in
the suburbs.
In New Orleans Mardi Gras Moments,
photographer Judi Bottoni and I will show you today’s
celebration—maskers, floats, and more. We will While masking may date back to ancient times, it’s alive and well in
share glimpses of some of the well-known celebrities New Orleans during Carnival.
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In addition to clown costumes, many young New Orleans
Mardi Gras revelers dressed up as cowboys and cowgirls
during the 1950s. Center is coauthor Peggy Scott Laborde,
with brother, Kurt, sister, Nancy, and father, Warren James
Scott.

a child was precious, so are the new memories of a
celebration where color, creativity, and pure joy can make
for endless possibilities.
In the following pages, we provide our own “show and
tell.” Photographer Judi Bottoni chronicles scenes from
what is easily the world’s largest celebration of Carnival.
I have the pleasure of sharing with you some backstories

on the New Orleans Mardi Gras and what is involved in
staging pageantry on such a lavish scale.
Finally, before we proceed, for a more in-depth history
of the New Orleans Carnival let me recommend historian
and New Orleans Magazine editor-in-chief Errol
Laborde’s book, Mardi Gras: Chronicles of the New
Orleans Carnival, also published by Pelican. (Yes, we
are related—Errol is my spouse.)
Special thanks to Errol for his continued support of all
of my projects. His wisdom and expertise is invaluable.
Also thanks to my late parents, Gloria and Warren Scott,
sister, Nancy, and brother, Kurt, for sharing early Mardi
Gras adventures. And to the memory of my aunt and
uncle June and Irving Scott for their passion for Mardi
Gras.
As always, I am grateful to my friends Beth Arroyo
Utterback, executive vice-president/ chief operating officer
of WYES-TV, and Dominic Massa, executive producer for
WWL-TV, for their encouragement and good cheer. Judi
Bottoni and I also want to acknowledge Arthur Hardy,
publisher of Arthur Hardy’s Mardi Gras Guide. Over
the years Judi has photographed the annual celebration
for Arthur, and I am grateful for his willingness to share
information.
I want to thank my friends Doris Ann Gorman, who
has always been so very helpful with her vast research
skills, and Jules Richard IV, ready to assist during the
Carnival season whenever needed. And finally, a big shout
out to Pelican Publishing Company. Kathleen Calhoun
Nettleton’s confidence in this book means so very much.
And of course much appreciation to Nina Kooij, Erin
Classen, Antoinette de Alteriis, Jefferey Hench, and
designer Cassie Zimmerman for making New Orleans
Mardi Gras Moments as beautiful as they are in real life.

Royal Street is a favorite route for some of the smaller marching clubs that
traverse the French Quarter on Mardi Gras Day.
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The riding lieutenants of the Rex organization wear purple, gold, and green
costumes. Note Rex in the background on the float made especially for His
Highness.

Chapter One

“Throw Me Some Info, Mister!”
We have the Romans to thank. The ancient festival of
Lupercalia consisted of raucous behavior, lots of wine, and
a general good time. Held in mid-February, the celebration
was staged to ward off evil spirits. Rituals to ensure fertility
and an easy childbirth consisted of men scantily clad in
goatskins running down the road using strips of animal
skins to gently lash ladies who were lined up.
Becoming tamer through the years, the annual event
was transformed by Christianity into Carnivale, the
tradition of feasting before the fasting of the forty days
of Lent. The Fatted Calf, or Boeuf Gras, has become the
symbol of “Farewell to the Flesh.” Predominantly Catholic
France observed this date from the country’s earliest days.
In New Orleans, founded in 1718, Mardi Gras traditions
carried forth from the mother country, allowing for a
day of revelry even in this tiny, often mud-filled colony.
Miscellaneous maskers poured out into the streets on Mardi
Gras and packed the numerous ballrooms in the evening.
While in the 1830s an attempt was made to establish a
cohesive procession of maskers on Mardi Gras Day itself,
it wasn’t until 1857 that the first organized parade took
place. It created a template for what followed. A group
of local businessmen, many from the East Coast, formed
Comus, named after a Greek god known for his revelry and
mischievous behavior. The colorful torch-lit procession
consisted of walking figures made of papier-mâché and
some members on horseback. Held on the night of
Mardi Gras, Comus staged a ball after its procession in a
downtown theater.
The popularity of Comus inspired other organizations

during the nineteenth century, including the Twelfth
Night Revelers, Momus, and Proteus. But 1872 would see
the dawning of the first organized daytime parade, albeit
rag-tag the first time out.
Rex, King of Carnival, was created by some local
businessmen and a newspaper editor who wanted to
send a message to the rest of the United States that New
Orleans was open for business despite the challenges of
Reconstruction. The visit of a Russian grand duke, Alexis
Romanov, coincided with Mardi Gras that year, adding a
certain amount of luster that was perfect for publicity.
The founders of Rex made several proclamations in
the local newspapers leading up to the royal arrival on
February 13, 1872. These included the suggestion that
citizens decorate their balconies with banners using the
colors purple, gold, and green, chosen based on the rules
of heraldry. Of the allowed heraldry colors, red, white, and
blue had already flown in the United States and Europe as
the colors of revolution. But Rex was a monarch: purple,
gold, and green are very fit for a king, if only for a day.
These nascent parades often touted a theme that was
based in classic mythology or literature. The organizations,
called “krewes” (an Old English spin on the word “crews”
confected by members of Comus), used the employees of
the revered French Opera House and other theatres for
the construction of floats and backdrops for masked balls.
The celebration of a Carnival season officially kicked
off with the observance of Twelfth Night (January 6) with
balls and the consumption of a pastry known as king cake.
In honor of the visit of the Three Kings to the Christ Child,
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While there had already been many Carnival
balls during the 1930s, some local businessmen
expanded the season with the creation of the
Babylon, Carrollton, and Hermes parades. Other
groups followed, though none paraded during
World War II and the Korean War.
Since the late ’50s, more than sixteen allfemale parades have come and gone in the
area. Still parading from that time is Iris, which
debuted in 1959.
By the 1960s, there was a general feeling that the
annual Mardi Gras celebration had become tired
and that expansion might attract more visitors. In
1969 Bacchus became the first “super-krewe” and
instead of a local king chose a nationally known
celebrity as its monarch. The creation of a busy
parade schedule the weekend before Mardi Gras
Day itself became a tourist draw.
Endymion, which began in the late 1960s as a
Eating a slice of king cake on Twelfth Night is a New Orleans Carnival
tradition. With medieval roots, the cake was baked in celebration of neighborhood parade, evolved into a super-krewe
the visit of the Three Kings to the Christ Child. Today a plastic baby is that is now the longest parade in the New Orleans
included inside, representing Jesus. Tradition is that whoever gets the
Carnival; it fills the Saturday evening slot.
baby in their slice is supposed to buy the next king cake or hold the next
1979 was a challenging year for Mardi Gras.
party.
Union
members of the New Orleans Police
a porcelain baby representing the Christ Child was
contained within the pastry. Another variation of the king Department went on strike right before the beginning
cake hails from France. Sometimes instead of a of the parade season. Supporting Mayor Ernest “Dutch”
representation of the Christ Child, a mere bean was Morial, most of the krewes cancelled their parades, with
hidden inside the cake. Today, a plastic baby is the most a few relocating to the suburbs. The strike fell apart. On
Mardi Gras Day, many revelers still filled the French
common trinket in king cakes in New Orleans.
In 1909, the Zulu Social Aid and Pleasure Club debuted. Quarter for what turned out to be a pleasant, peaceful
This walking club, with an initially informal serpentine day. To fill in for striking officers, National Guard unit
route, has grown into a full-sized parade on Mardi Gras. soldiers were assigned to give protection. Maskers stood
next to soldiers to have their photo taken, proof positive
Painted coconuts are favorite souvenirs.
that the celebration continued regardless.

“Throw Me Some Info, Mister!”
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In 1987 Rex once again began arriving at the foot of procession, took to the streets in 2001, with Excalibur
Canal Street by ship on the day before Mardi Gras, a and Morpheus joining the ranks in 2002.
tradition that had taken place until 1917. Now featuring
2006 was a year that exacted many challenges to
some added pomp and circumstance, including fireworks, Carnival. In the throes of 2005’s Hurricane Katrina and
today that Monday is known as “Lundi Gras.”
recovery, there was controversy as to whether the city
Council Member-At-Large Dorothy Mae Taylor should stage parades during such difficult times, especially
introduced an ordinance in 1991 calling for the integration for the poor. Groups including Zulu felt strongly that
of Mardi Gras krewes. According to Carnival historian the message to the rest of the world should be that New
Errol Laborde, the “complex social issues had less to do Orleans was open for business.
with race and more to do with traditions and the
In 2012 another female krewe, Nyx, arrived on the
government’s role in regulating
freedom of association.” The
ultimate fallout was that Comus
stopped parading. Momus and
Proteus also vanished from the
streets, with the latter returning in
2000 and the former eventually
returning with a new name, Chaos.
The 1990s witnessed a parade
boom starting with the satirical Le
Krewe d’Etat. Orpheus, another
super-krewe with echoes of nineteenth-century classical float design,
began in 1994; and a new all-female
krewe named Muses debuted in
2001, throwing clever trinkets and
filled with a myriad of clever walking
clubs. A highlight of the era’s krewe
creation is the Krewe of the Rolling
Elvi, a group that dresses as Elvis
Presley and rides motor scooters.
Ancient Druids debuted in 1999,
Pygmalion the next year. Knights
of Chaos, another clever satirical Krewe of Zulu warriors walk the parade route on Mardi Gras Day.
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scene. Muses’ signature throw is a decorated shoe; Nyx
disseminates decorated purses.
With so many members having suffered from AIDS
during the 1970s and ’80s, gay Carnival ball organizations
are now experiencing a resurgence. Satyricon and AmonRa are among the senior groups that work hard every year
to create lavish costumes for their tableaus.
Today, there are Mardi Gras organizations both large
and small. To illustrate the small side, the ‘tit Rex group
consists of a procession of decorated floats made from
shoeboxes! The Intergalactic Krewe of Chewbacchus pays

homage to characters from the Star Wars franchise and
sci-fi and fantasy films in general.
As popular as throws become in all shapes and forms,
there’s a small but growing movement to create trinkets
by hand and to use recycled products.
One thing that hasn’t changed over the years is the
ability of New Orleanians to enjoy the season, regardless
of what’s in our pocketbooks. Parade krewe members
throw beads and miscellaneous items to crowds at their
own expense. That generosity is part of what makes the
New Orleans Carnival so endearing.

e

Actor Will Ferrell, who has made many movies in New Orleans, served
as Bacchus in 2012.

The all-female Krewe of Muses is known for
handing out decorated shoes to the crowd.

